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Figure 1. Schematic cross section of the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector module. Double lines
indicate double-sided modules which deliver stereo hits.
1 Introduction
The primary goal of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [1] is to explore particle
physics at the TeV energy scale exploiting the proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [2]. The central tracking detector [1] built for the CMS experiment is a
unique instrument, in both size and complexity. It comprises two systems based on silicon sensor
technology: one employing silicon pixels and another using silicon microstrips. The Pixel Detector
surrounds the beampipe and contains 66 million detector channels [3]. The Pixel system is, in turn,
surrounded by the Silicon Strip Tracker (SST), which is the subject of this paper.
The SST consists of four main subsystems, shown in figure 1: the four-layer Tracker Inner
Barrel (TIB), the six-layer Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) and, on each side of the barrel region, the
three-disk Tracker Inner Disks (TID), and the nine-disk Tracker End Caps (TEC). Each TID disk is
made of three rings of modules, while TEC disks have seven rings. Overall, the tracker cylinder is
5.5 m long and 2.4 m in diameter, with a total active area of 198m2, consisting of 15 148 detector
modules and comprising 9.3 million detector channels. Each detector module consists of a carbon
or graphite fibre frame, which supports the silicon sensor and the associated front-end readout
electronics. Four barrel layers and three rings in the end cap disks are equipped with double-sided
modules, each of which is constructed from two single-sided modules mounted back-to-back with
a stereo angle of 100 mrad between the strips. The silicon sensors are made up of single-sided p+
strips on n-bulk sensors with two different thicknesses: 320µm and 500µm in the inner four and
outer six layers of the barrel, respectively; 320µm in the inner disks; and 320µm and 500µm in
the inner four and outer three rings of the end cap disks, respectively. There are a total of fifteen
different types of sensors in the SST, which vary in terms of strip length and pitch [4] to ensure that
the single strip occupancy is low even at full LHC luminosity.
The first experience of the SST operation and detector performance study was gained in sum-
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mer 2006, when a small fraction of the SST was inserted into the CMS detector. Cosmic ray muon
data were recorded in the presence of a solenoidal field up to the maximum design value of 4 T.
The results from this period of data-taking are described elsewhere [5]. Construction of the full
SST was completed in 2007 and 15% of the full SST was commissioned and operated for several
months prior to installation in the underground CMS experimental hall. The results of this period
of stand-alone operation, known as the Slice Test, are also described elsewhere [6, 7].
The installation of the SST within CMS was completed during 2008 and the system underwent
its first round of in situ commissioning together with the other CMS sub-detectors during summer
2008. The first operation of the SST in a 3.8 T magnetic field took place during October-November
2008, when the CMS Collaboration conducted a month-long data-taking exercise known as the
Cosmic Run At Four Tesla (CRAFT) [8]. This exercise provided valuable operational experience,
as well as allowing, for the first time, a full study of the SST performance after installation. First
results from the study are presented here.
This paper is laid out as follows. The procedures used to commission the SST and the results
from the round of in situ commissioning are presented and discussed in section 2. The final data
samples from CRAFT and the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations are described in section 3.
The performance results obtained from the CRAFT data samples for hit and track reconstruction
are presented in sections 4 and 5, respectively.
2 Commissioning the SST control and readout systems
In order to bring the SST detector into an operational state suitable for data-taking, several com-
missioning procedures are required to checkout, configure, calibrate, and synchronise the various
hardware components of the control and readout systems. The majority of the commissioning pro-
cedures are performed with the SST operating independently of the rest of the CMS experiment.
Only the procedures that concern synchronisation to an external trigger, described in section 2.7,
require reconstructed particle trajectories from cosmic ray muons or LHC pp collision data. The
commissioning of the SST aims to maximise the signal identification efficiency for in-time particles
and minimise pileup due to out-of-time particles. The ultimate objective is to maximise the track-
ing efficiency while minimising the number of tracks caused by out-of-time signals from adjacent
bunch crossings.
Section 2.1 provides an overview of the SST control and readout systems. Section 2.2 sum-
marises the checkout procedures used to determine the functional components of these systems.
Sections 2.3, 2.7 review the various commissioning procedures and their performances.
2.1 The control and readout systems
The major components of the SST readout system [9] are: 15 148 front-end detector modules that
host 76 000 APV25 [10] readout chips, an analogue optical link system comprising 38 000 in-
dividual fibres [11], and 440 off-detector analogue receiver boards, known as Front-End Drivers
(FED) [12]. The SST control system [13] is driven by 46 off-detector digital transceiver boards,
known as Front-End Controllers (FEC) [14]. The FECs distribute the LHC clock, triggers and con-
trol signals to the front-end detector modules via Communication and Control Units (CCU) [15],
which are hosted on 368 control rings.
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Figure 2. (left) Two APV25 data frames multiplexed, containing a time stamp and the sensor pulse height
information. (right) A feature of the APV25 data stream, known as a tick mark, that is heavily used by the
checkout and commissioning procedures. The left and right figures have sampling intervals of 25 ns and
1.04 ns, respectively.
The APV25 readout chip samples, amplifies, buffers, and processes signals from 128 detector
channels at a frequency of 40 MHz. Fast pulse shaping is therefore required to provide bunch
crossing identification and minimise pileup. This is difficult to achieve with low noise and power
levels, so the APV25 chip uses pre-amplifier and shaper stages to produce a CR-RC pulse shape
with a relatively slow rise-time of 50 ns in an operating mode known as peak. An alternative
mode, deconvolution, performs additional signal processing to constrain the signal to a single bunch
crossing [16] at the expense of a reduced signal-to-noise ratio. Deconvolution is expected to be
the standard mode of operation. However, the results presented in this paper are based on data
accumulated with peak mode operation, unless stated otherwise.
Figure 2 (left) shows an example of the raw data captured at 40 MHz by a single FED readout
channel on receipt of a trigger. The data contain frames from two APV25 chips that are multiplexed
(interleaved) together. A single frame comprises 12 bits of binary information that encodes time
and error information, known as the digital header, followed by analogue pulse height data from
128 sensor strips. A trailing tick mark identifies the end of the frame. The structure observed in
the pulse height data across the 128 channels is due to static offsets, known as pedestals, which are
unique to each detector channel. Small, time-varying common mode shifts in the levels of all 128
channels are observed when operating. Figure 2 (left) also shows an example of a signal left by
a minimum ionising particle. Signals are superimposed on the pedestal and common mode levels,
which must be subtracted before the signal can be identified.
In the absence of a trigger, no data frames are output by the APV25 chip, but tick marks
are produced every 70 clock cycles. Figure 2 (right) shows the pulse shape of multiplexed tick
marks from two APV25 chips that are reconstructed with an effective sampling frequency of
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960 MHz. This tick mark feature is used heavily in the checkout and commissioning procedures
detailed below.
The FEDs can format the pulse height data from the APV25 chips in different ways. The first is
Scope Mode (SM), which is simply a capture of the raw data, as shown in figure 2 (left). The second
is Virgin Raw (VR), which removes all of the binary information (digital header and tick marks)
and simply provides the digitised pulse height data from the sensors. Both modes provide digital
samples with a 10-bit range and are used when commissioning the SST system and for debugging.
The third and normal mode of operation is Zero Suppressed (ZS). This uses Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) chips to implement algorithms that perform pedestal subtraction, common
mode subtraction, and identification of channels potentially containing signals above threshold. A
threshold of five times the detector channel noise is used for single channels, but a threshold of
only twice the channel noise is used for signals in contiguous channels. The zero-suppressed data
are output with an 8-bit range.
2.2 Checkout of the detector components and cabling
The checkout procedures are used to identify: responsive and functional devices in the control and
readout systems; the cabling of the readout electronics chain, from the front-end detector modules
to the off-detector FED boards; the cabling of the Low Voltage (LV) and High Voltage (HV) buses
of the power supply system [17]; and the mapping of the detector modules to their geometrical
position within the SST superstructure. Automation is possible as each detector module hosts
a Detector Control Unit (DCU) chip [18], which broadcasts a unique indentifier via the control
system. This identifier is used to tag individual modules.
The cabling of the LV power supply system is established by sequentially powering groups
of detector modules and identifying responsive devices via the control system. Similarly, the HV
cabling is determined by applying HV to an individual channel and identifying detector modules
responding with a decreased noise, due to reduced strip capacitance.
Each front-end detector module hosts a Linear Laser Driver (LLD) chip [19], which drives
the optical links that transmit the analogue signals to the off-detector FED boards. The cabling of
the readout electronics chain is established by configuring individual LLD chips to produce unique
patterns in the data stream of the connected FED channels.
The final number of modules used in the CRAFT data-taking period corresponds to 98.0% of
the total system. The most significant losses were from one control ring in each of the TIB and
TOB sub-systems. In the TIB, this was due to a single faulty CCU. The remaining CCUs on this
ring have since been recovered using a built-in redundancy feature of the control ring design. The
fraction of operational modules was increased to 98.6% after data-taking, once problems identified
during checkout were investigated more fully.
2.3 Relative synchronisation of the front-end
Relative synchronisation involves adjusting the phase of the LHC clock delivered to the front-end
so that the sampling times of all APV25 chips in the system are synchronous. Additionally, the
signal sampling time of the FED Analogue/Digital Converters (ADC) is appropriately adjusted.
This procedure accounts for differences in signal propagation time in the control system due to
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differing cable lengths. This synchronisation procedure is important because signal amplitude is
attenuated by as much as 4% per nanosecond mis-synchronisation due to the narrow pulse shape in
deconvolution mode.
Using the FED boards in Scope Mode, the tick mark pulse shape is reconstructed with a 1.04 ns
step width by varying the clock phase using a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) chip [20] hosted by each
detector module, as shown in figure 2 (right). The ideal sampling point is on the signal plateau,
15 ns after the rising edge of the tick mark. The required delays are thus inferred from the arrival
times of the tick mark edges at the FED ADCs. The pre-synchronisation timing spread of up to
160 ns is reduced to an RMS of 0.72 ns, with the largest deviation of 4 ns corresponding to a
maximum signal attenuation of ∼16% in deconvolution mode.
2.4 Calibration of the readout system gain
One of the largest contributions to gain variation in the readout system is the distribution of laser
output efficiencies caused by the variation of laser-to-fibre alignment from sample to sample during
production of the transmitters. In addition some loss may have been introduced at the three optical
patch panels in the fibre system. Changes in the LV power supply or environmental temperature
can also significantly affect the gain at the level of a FED readout channel.
The calibration procedure aims to optimise the use of the available dynamic range of the FED
ADCs and also equalise the gain of the entire readout system. This is achieved by tuning the bias
and gain register settings of the LLD chip for individual fibres. Four gain settings are possible. The
amplitude of the tick mark, which is assumed to be roughly constant in time and across all APV25
chips within the system, is used to measure the gain of each readout channel. The setting that results
in a tick mark amplitude closest to 640 ADC counts is chosen, as this amplitude corresponds to
the expected design gain of 0.8. After tuning the system, a spread of ±20% is observed, which is
expected because of the coarse granularity of the LLD gain settings.
The response of all detector channels can be further equalised during offline reconstruction by
correcting the signal magnitude by the normalisation factor f = 640 ADC counts /atickmark, where
atickmark is the tick mark amplitude in ADC counts. The tick mark amplitude is a good indicator
of the maximum output of the APV25 chip, which corresponds to a charge deposit of 175 000 e−.
This method provides a calibration factor of 274± 14 e−/ADC count. The estimated systematic
uncertainty is 5%, attributable to the sensitivity of the tick mark amplitude to variations in the LV
power supply and environmental temperature [6].
2.5 Tuning of the APV25 front-end amplifier pulse shape
The shape of the CR-RC pulse from the APV25 pre-amplifier and shaper stages is dependent on
the input capacitance, which depends on the sensor geometry and evolves with total radiation dose.
By default, all APV25 chips are configured with pre-defined settings appropriate to the sensor
geometry, based on laboratory measurements [21]. However, non-uniformities in the fabrication
process result in a small natural spread in the pulse shape parameters for a given input capacitance.
This issue is important for performance in deconvolution mode, which is sensitive to the CR-
RC pulse shape. In order to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio and confine the signal to a single
bunch crossing interval when operating in deconvolution mode, the rise time of the CR-RC pulse
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Figure 3. (Left) An example of the CR-RC pulse shape of a single APV25 chip, before and after the pulse
shape tuning procedure. (Right) Pulse height measurements using the on-chip calibration circuitry of APV25
chips in the TEC+.
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Figure 4. (Left) Mean calibrated noise for individual APV25 chips on modules in the TOB single side layer
3. (Right) The ratio of minimum noise to median noise per APV25 chip. The distinct populations reflect the
different noise sources within a module.
shape must be tuned to 50 ns and the signal amplitude at 125 ns after the signal maximum should
be 36% of the maximum. This tuning also reduces the timing uncertainties associated with the
synchronisation procedures. Figure 3 (left) demonstrates how the CR-RC pulse shape of an APV25,
operating in peak mode, can be improved by the procedure.
Figure 3 (right) shows the pulse height amplitude (in ADC counts) observed for a charge injec-
tion of 60 000 e− using the on-chip calibration circuitry of the APV25 chip. The charge injection
provided by the calibration circuit is known with a precision of 5% and can be used to calibrate the
detector signal amplitude. A mean signal of 223 ADC counts with a RMS of 29 ADC counts was
observed, giving a calibration factor of 269±13e−/ADC counts. This measurement is compatible
with the calibration based on tick mark amplitudes, described in section 2.4.
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Table 1. Summary of the mean normalised noise for each type of sensor geometry.
Partition Strip length (cm) Total noise ( e−) Pitch adapter ( e−) Bare APV ( e−)
TEC Ring 1 8.52 757 421 245
TEC Ring 2 8.82 791 434 265
TEC Ring 3 11.07 832 450 250
TEC Ring 4 11.52 843 437 257
TEC Ring 5 14.44 1024 461 265
TEC Ring 6 18.10 1097 513 270
TEC Ring 7 20.18 1146 510 258
TOB Layers 1-4 18.32 1184 583 254
TOB Layers 5-6 18.32 1205 538 261
TIB Layers 1-2 11.69 925 454 265
TIB Layers 3-4 11.69 851 445 256
2.6 Calibration of the detector channel pedestals and noise
The mean level of the pedestals for the 128 channels of a given APV25 chip, known as the baseline
level, can be adjusted to optimise the signal linearity and the use of the available dynamic range of
the APV25. The baseline level for each APV25 chip is adjusted to sit at approximately one third
of the dynamic range.
Following this baseline adjustment, the pedestal and noise constants for each individual detec-
tor channel must be measured, as these values are used by the zero-suppression algorithms imple-
mented in the FPGA logic of the FEDs. Pedestals and noise are both measured using a random, low
frequency trigger (∼10 Hz) in the absence of signal. Pedestals are first calculated as the mean of
the raw data in each detector channel from a large event sample. They are subsequently subtracted
from the raw data values for each event. Common mode offsets are evaluated for each APV25
chip per event by calculating the median of these pedestal-subtracted data. The median value is
then subtracted from each channel. The noise for each detector channel is then defined to be the
standard deviation of the residual data levels, which can be calibrated using the measurements de-
scribed in sections 2.4 and 2.5. Figure 4 (left) shows a distribution of the mean noise measured per
APV25 chip, for TOB single side layer 3. The outliers correspond to APV25 chips from modules
with unbiased sensors, due to problems in the HV power supply.
Modules with different sensor geometries are studied separately to account for the different
strip lengths and pitch adapter layouts that affect the input capacitance. The mean normalised
noise measured for the different sensor geometries are summarised in table 1. Fitting the mean
noise versus silicon strip length, the following parameterisation is obtained:
noise(e−) = (427±39)+(38.7±3.0)× length(cm)
This is compatible with the measurement performed during the SST integration period, prior to
installation [1].
The individual sources of noise on the detector module can be identified and measured by
plotting the ratio of the minimum to the median noise value for each APV25, as shown in fig-
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Figure 5. (Left) Mean signal of leading strip in clusters associated to tracks as a function of the latency
(25 ns steps), for each of the four partitions. (Right) Fine delay scan for the TOB layer 3, in deconvolution.
The mean position (-14.2 ns) is including the mean time-of-flight of particles from the muon system to the
silicon sensors (12 ns).
ure 4 (right) and summarised in table 1. The ratio takes advantage of the fact that broken wire
bonds on the detector modules effectively reduce the input capacitance to individual channels of
the APV25 chips. Broken wire bonds can occur between (in ascending order of capacitance): the
APV25 and pitch adapter; the pitch adapter and silicon sensor; and sensors in two-sensor modules.
Fitting to the first three populations, corresponding to the previous broken wire configurations, pro-
vides an estimate of different noise contributions. The fourth population corresponds to modules
with no broken wires.
2.7 Absolute synchronisation to an external trigger
The last two commissioning procedures concern the synchronisation of all modules in the SST
with the Level-1 trigger of CMS. This was done using a dedicated trigger provided by the Muon
Drift Tube sub-detector [22], based on a coincidence between centrally-located top and bottom
chambers. The procedure requires track reconstruction and the analysis was performed offline [21].
Absolute synchronisation accounts for both the delays introduced by the hardware configuration
and the effects due to the time-of-flight of particles.
The first of the two procedures is a coarse scan in time, in steps of 25 ns, by adjusting the
latency between the trigger arrival and the sampling time of the APV25 chip. The mean signal of
the channel with the largest signal amplitude (leading strip) in clusters associated to reconstructed
tracks was extracted as a function of the latency. The signal magnitude was corrected for the
track path length through the active sensor volume, inferred from the track angle. The latency
measurement was performed for the tracker as a whole, but fine adjustments for each partition
were made relative to the TOB results: TIB and TEC- were shifted by 12.5 ns and TEC+ by -12.5
ns, as shown by the fits in figure 5 (left). Time-of-flight is not taken into account in this procedure,
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since the variations expected across the detector (≤10 ns with cosmic ray muons, 5 ns in collisions)
are lower than the target precision of 25 ns.
The last procedure comprises a fine tuning of the synchronisation. It involves skewing the
clock delay in steps of 1 ns around the expected optimal value for all modules of a given test layer,
with the configuration of all other modules in the SST unchanged with respect to the value obtained
from the coarse latency scan. Clusters on the test layer compatible with a reconstructed track are
used to reconstruct the pulse shape. Figure 5 (right) shows the resulting pulse shape from clusters
found in modules of TOB layer 3, acquired in deconvolution mode. With collision data, the time-
of-flight can be adjusted for each individual track, but this is not the case for cosmic ray muons, for
which the jitter from the trigger cannot be subtracted. The 14 ns shift observed is consistent with
the expected time-of-flight (12 ns) of cosmic ray muons from the Muon Drift Tube chambers to the
TOB layer 3.
From analysis of the latency and fine delay scans, correction factors are computed to com-
pensate the residual mis-synchronisation of each partition. These corrections range from 1.0 to
1.06 with uncertainties of 0.03 and are used to correct the cluster charge in calibration and dE/dx
studies, reported below.
3 Data samples and Monte Carlo simulations
In the following sections, the performance of the tracker will be analysed using the data collected
during CRAFT. The event reconstruction and selection, data quality monitoring and data analysis
were all performed within the CMS software framework, known as CMSSW [23]. The data quality
was monitored during both the online and offline reconstruction [24]. The data were categorised
and the results of this categorisation procedure propagated to the CMS Dataset Bookkeeping Sys-
tem [25]. Unless otherwise stated, only runs for which the quality was certified as good, i.e., no
problems were known to affect the Trigger and Tracker performance, were used for the analyses
presented in this paper.
The data-taking period can be split into three distinct intervals in time, based on magnetic field
conditions and tracker performance. Each period has approximately uniform conditions. In the first
period, period A, part of the SST was not correctly synchronised with the rest of the CMS detector.
This problem was fixed for data taken in subsequent periods. The magnet was at its nominal field
value of 3.8 T during periods A and B, while period C corresponds to data taken with the magnet
switched off. Unless stated otherwise, the following results are based only on events from period B.
For the studies presented in this paper, the events selected by the Global Muon Trigger [26]
were used. This data sample was additionally filtered to include only events that contain at least one
reconstructed track in the tracker or that have a track reconstructed in the muon chambers whose
trajectory points back into the SST barrel volume.
Several analyses use a simulated sample of 21 million cosmic ray muons to derive correction
factors and compare results. The sample was generated using the CMSCGEN package [27, 28].
The detector was simulated using the standard program of CMSSW. Modules known to be excluded
from the read-out were masked in the simulation. Besides this, the simulation was not optimised to
the conditions of CRAFT. Nevertheless, the agreement with the data was sufficient for the purpose
of the studies presented.
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Table 2. Strip occupancies in the SST subsystems.
TIB TOB TID TEC
Average number of digis per event 720 1000 300 1700
Number of readout channels / 106 1.8 3.1 0.6 3.9
Strip occupancy from digis (%) 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04
Average number of clusters per event due to noise 1.0 2.0 0.3 3.0
4 Performance of the local reconstruction
In this section, the reconstruction at the level of the single detector module, is presented. The cos-
mic ray muon rate is small and events with more than one track are rare. So with zero-suppression
only a tiny fraction of the SST channels are read out in any one event. These channels which pass
zero-suppression and therefore have non-zero ADC counts are known as digi. Despite the zero
suppression, digis may still only consist of noise.
Clusters are formed from digs by means of a three threshold algorithm [23]. Clusters are
seeded by digis which have a charge that is at least three times greater than the corresponding
channel noise. For each seed, neighbouring strips are added if the strip charge is more than twice
the strip noise. A cluster is kept if its total charge is more than five times the cluster noise, defined
as σcluster =
√
∑iσ2i , where σi is the noise from strip i, and the sum runs over all strips in the cluster.
In the following, the properties of both digis and clusters are studied and the performance of
each SST subsystem is assessed.
4.1 Occupancy
The average number of digis per event and the occupancy are shown for each SST subsystem in
table 2. The strip occupancy is computed after removing the masked modules (2.0 %). The average
occupancy in the SST is 4× 10−4, as expected from simulation and from the properties of the
zero suppression algorithm. The digi occupancy is dominated by noise, but the cluster algorithm
reconstructs less than ten hits per event when there is no track within the SST acceptance.
4.2 Signal-to-noise ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio is a benchmark for the performance of the SST. It is particularly useful
for studying the stability over time. In the signal-to-noise ratio, the cluster noise is divided by√
Nstrips, so that the resulting noise value is approximately equal to the strip noise, independently
of the size of the cluster. The path-length corrected signal-to-noise ratio distributions are presented
in figure 6 for TIB layer 1 and TOB layer 5. The distributions have been fitted with a Landau
function convoluted with a Gaussian function to determine the most probable value for the signal-
to-noise ratio. The result is in the range 25-30 for thin modules and 31-36 for thick ones, and within
5% from the expected values. Thick sensors collect about a factor of 5/3 more charge than the thin
sensors, but this does not simply scale up the signal-to-noise ratio, as the noise is also larger for
thick sensors, because of the longer strips of these modules.
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Figure 6. Signal-to-noise ratio distributions of clusters associated to tracks in TIB layer 1 (left) and TOB
layer 5 (right).
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Figure 7. Signal-to-noise ratio versus the run number. The error bars represent the uncertainty associated
with the Landau fit described in the text.
The fit of the signal-to-noise ratio can also be performed on a run-by-run basis; figure 7 shows
the most probable value as a function of run number, allowing to monitor the stability over a period
of time. Figure 7 is divided into the three main data-taking periods as discussed in section 3. It can
be seen that in period A the signal-to-noise ratio was lower because muons were out-of-time in the
modules not correctly synchronised with the trigger. Temporal variations of 5% arise from residual
pedestal and timing mis-calibrations.
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Figure 8. Most probable value of the cluster charge for different thicknesses before gain calibration.
4.3 Gain calibration
The charge released in the silicon sensors by the passage of a charged particle is processed by the
readout electronics chain described in section 2.1. The ratio of ADC counts output after FED digi-
tisation to the originally-released charge corresponds to the gain of the electronics chain. Particle
identification using energy loss in the silicon detectors [29] is known to be sensitive both to the
absolute calibration scale and to gain non-uniformities. It is therefore important that these non-
uniformities be corrected for and that the conversion factor between deposited energy and ADC
counts is measured precisely.
4.3.1 Inter-calibration of gain
The electronics gain can be made uniform throughout the SST simply by scaling the tick mark
heights measured during calibration to an appropriate value. However, this procedure will not
take into account gain changes due to temperature variations and non-uniformities in the sensor
response to a traversing particle, e.g., because of trigger synchronization, or because the sensor
is not fully depleted. For particle identification with energy loss, non-uniformity must not exceed
2% [29]. This level of inter-calibration can be achieved only using the signals produced by par-
ticles. The path length corrected charge of those clusters associated with tracks was fitted with
a separate Landau curve for each APV25 chip. Figure 8 shows the distribution of most probable
values for APVs with at least 50 clusters, subdivided by sensor thickness. The spread of these
distributions is around 10%.
The most probable value of each distribution is then used to compute the inter-calibration con-
stants by normalising the signal to 300 ADC counts/mm — the value expected for a minimum
ionising particle with a calibration of 270 e−/ADC count (Section 2.5). The inter-calibration con-
stants determined in this manner were used in the final reprocessing of the CRAFT data, resulting
in a uniform response.
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Table 3. Absolute gain calibration measured from energy deposit per unit length, ∆p/x.
Subsystem TIB TOB TEC+ thin TEC+ thick TEC- thin TEC- thick
e−/ADC count 262.3+2.5−3.5 261.5
+0.5
−1.5 273
+7
−9 270
+7
−9 264
+3
−4 261
+3
−4
4.3.2 Absolute calibration using energy deposit information
In addition to the inter-calibration constants, for particle identification using energy loss, the ratio
of deposited charge to ADC counts must be measured. The energy loss by particles traversing thin
layers of silicon is described by the Landau-Vavilov-Bichsel theory [30]. The most probable energy
deposition per unit of length, ∆p/x, is described by the Bichsel function and depends on both the
silicon thickness and the particle momentum. For muons, the function has a minimum at 0.5 GeV/c
and then rises to reach a plateau for momenta greater than 10 GeV/c. The absolute gain calibration
can be determined by fitting the Bichsel function predictions to the measured ∆p/x values from the
CRAFT data sample.
The quantity ∆p/x is measured using the charge of clusters associated to tracks as a function
of track momentum. The resulting charge distributions are fitted with a Landau convoluted with a
Gaussian. Only tracks with at least six hits and χ2/ndf less than 10 are considered. In addition,
only clusters with fewer than four strips are taken into account. This last requirement is imposed
in order to avoid mis-reconstructed clusters.
Before the absolute calibration factor can be extracted from the cluster charge data, two cor-
rections must be applied. Firstly, a correction is needed to take into account any charge loss in the
zero-suppression process and during clustering. This is determined using Monte Carlo simulations
for each subsystem and for both thin and thick sensors in the end caps. Secondly, a correction
is needed to handle the imperfect synchronisation between the different subsystems. Overall, the
uncertainty due to these corrections is estimated to be about 1.5%.
Figure 9 shows the most probable value of energy deposition per unit length plotted as a func-
tion of the track momentum for both thin and thick sensors. The error bars reflect the uncertainty
from the Landau fit, while the bands represent the fully-correlated systematic uncertainties from
Monte Carlo corrections. The small dip at 5 GeV/c arises from a temporary problem in the trigger
provided by a sector of the muon chambers, because of which this momentum region was contam-
inated with out-of-time particles. The absolute calibration factor is determined separately for each
subsystem and for both thin and thick sensors in TEC+ and TEC-. The resulting values are given
in table 3. If a fit is performed for all SST modules together, the absolute calibration factor is found
to be 262± 3 e−/ADC count, which is very similar to the result in the TOB alone, which domi-
nates the data sample. However, thick and thin modules are compatible and overall the result is in
agreement with the value of 269±13 e−/ADC count obtained from the pulse calibration described
in section 2.5.
4.4 Lorentz angle measurement
In the silicon sensors, the electric field is perpendicular to the strips. For normal incidence particles,
typically only one strip is hit and the cluster size increases with the angle of incidence. In the
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Figure 9. Most probable energy deposit per unit of length ∆p/x as a function of track momentum, for thin
and thick sensors. The shaded bands show the correlated systematic uncertainties on the measurements. The
curves are the expectations from the Bichsel function [30] as explained in the text.
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Figure 10. Lorentz drift in the microstrip sensors.
presence of a magnetic field, however, the drift direction is tilted by the Lorentz angle, as illustrated
in figure 10. This is illustrated, for one module in layer 4 of TOB, in figure 11, which shows a
profile plot of cluster size versus the tangent of the incidence angle. To extract the Lorentz angle,
this distribution is fitted to the function:
f (θt) =
h
P
· p1 · | tanθt − p0|+ p2
where h is the detector thickness, P is the pitch, and p0, p1 and p2 are the fit parameters. The
parameter p0 is, in effect, tanθL, while p1 represents the slope of the line divided by the ratio of
thickness to pitch. The third parameter, p2, is the average cluster size at the minimum.
The Lorentz angle is measured for each individual module. The mean tanθL is 0.07 in TIB
and 0.09 in TOB, with an RMS of 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. A small difference between TIB
and TOB is expected because the hole mobility depends on the electric field, and therefore, for the
same applied voltage, on the thickness.
The Lorentz angle correction applied to clusters during track reconstruction is relatively small
— of the order of 10 µm — but it is still larger than the overall alignment precision [31]. The
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Figure 11. Cluster size versus incident angle in one module of TOB Layer 4.
alignment procedure can therefore provide a useful method of cross-checking the Lorentz angle
measurements. In particular, it is useful to compare the residual distributions from data with and
without the magnetic field applied. Results from the tracker alignment procedure confirm the
measurements presented here [31].
4.5 Hit efficiency
The hit efficiency is the probability to find a cluster in a given silicon sensor that has been traversed
by a charged particle. In order to calculate the hit efficiency, track seeding, finding, and reconstruc-
tion must be performed. The results presented here have been determined using the Combinatorial
Track Finder for cosmic ray muons events (see section 5.1 for further details), excluding the clus-
ters in the layer of the SST for which the hit efficiency is to be determined. The efficiency for a
given module in this layer is then calculated by finding tracks that pass through that module and
determining if a cluster is, in fact, present.
A single run from the CRAFT dataset has been used in order to assure that the number of
excluded modules did not change. A very long run was chosen to ensure that the track statistics
were sufficient. There were between 16 400 and 104 800 tracks per barrel layer and between 1700
and 6500 per end cap layer. The analysis was limited to events that contained only one track, which
was required to have a minimum of eight hits and no more than four missing hits. To ensure that
the muon has actually passed through the module under study, the location of the extrapolation of
the track trajectory on the module surface was required to be no closer to the sensor edge than five
times the position uncertainty of the extrapolated point.
The efficiency results per SST layer are shown in figure 12. These measurements, which in-
clude all SST modules, are compatible with the expected overall percentage of excluded modules.
If the modules that were excluded because of known problems were ignored in the efficiency cal-
culation, the resulting efficiency would be greater than 99% for most layers. No more than about
0.001 of the inefficiency arises from isolated dead strips [7], which are not taken into account in
the efficiency calculation for figure 12 (right). The rest is attributed to modules that were prob-
lematic only for a short period of time and were therefore not identified by the other procedures
described in this paper. Subsequent improvements, such as detailed logging of modules affected
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Figure 12. Average module hit efficiency per layer/disk, without any correction for disconnected or other-
wise exclude modules (left) and after applying such corrections (right). The efficiency cannot be measured in
the outermost layers of TOB (layer 6) or TEC (layer 9) without modifying the track reconstruction algorithm,
because the track reconstruction requires the presence of a hit in the outermost layer or disk, depending on
the track trajectory.
by temporary power supply problems (HV trips etc.), will improve the bookkeeping of inefficiency
for future data-taking.
5 Track reconstruction
In this section, the performance of the track reconstruction using the full tracker, including the pixel
detector, is presented. Details of the commissioning and the performance of the hit reconstruction
in the pixel detector can be found elsewhere [3].
5.1 Track reconstruction algorithms
The two main algorithms used to reconstruct tracks from cosmic ray muons in CRAFT data are the
Combinatorial Track Finder (CTF) and the Cosmic Track Finder (CosmicTF). The Combinatorial
Track Finder is the standard track reconstruction algorithm intended for use with proton-proton col-
lisions and the main focus of the present study; for these runs, it has been specially re-configured
to handle the different topology of cosmic muon events. The second algorithm was devised specif-
ically for the reconstruction of single track cosmic ray muon events. Since it is meant as a cross-
check of the Combinatorial Track Finder, it has not been tuned to the same level of performance.
A full description of these algorithms can be found elsewhere [7].
There have been two significant changes in the Combinatorial Track Finder since its first use
in the Slice Test, both relating to the seed finding phase. The Slice Test was performed without
the presence of a magnetic field and with only limited angular coverage. Now that the full tracker
is available, seed finding in the barrel uses TOB layers only and both hit triplets and pairs are
generated. In the end caps, hits in adjacent disks are used to form hit pairs. The presence of
the 3.8 T magnetic field means that for hit-triplet seeds, the curvature of the helix yields an initial
estimate of the momentum. For hit pairs seeds, an initial estimate of 2GeV/c is used, which
corresponds to the most probable value. The detector has been aligned with the methods described
in reference [31].
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5.2 Track reconstruction results
The number of tracks reconstructed by the two algorithms in the data from Period B, without apply-
ing any additional track quality criteria, except those applied during the track reconstruction itself,
are 2.2 million using the Combinatorial Track Finder and 2.7 million by the Cosmic Track Finder.
The number of reconstructed tracks per event is shown in figure 13, and figure 14 shows the
distributions of a number of track-related quantities compared between a subset of the data and
Monte Carlo simulation. The large number of events without reconstructed tracks is mainly due to
muons outside of the fiducial volume for which fewer than five hits are reconstructed in the tracker.
It can be seen that reasonable agreement is found between the data and the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, although there are some discrepancies that require further investigation. These are thought
to be due to the reconstruction of showers by the track reconstruction algorithms. The Combinato-
rial Track Finder is capable of reconstructing more than one track per event, but as it has not been
optimised to reconstruct showers, multi-track events tend to contain a number of fake or badly re-
constructed tracks. These are mostly low momentum tracks with a small number of hits and large
χ2 values, and the fake rate is estimated to be around 1%. For this reason, only single track events
are used in the rest of the results presented in this paper, and the distributions shown in figure 14
are only for single track events. Small discrepancies remain for tracks with fewer hits and low
momentum. These could be due to detector noise and limitations in the simulation in describing
the low momentum range of cosmic ray muons, such as the position of the concrete plug covering
the shaft. The simulation assumed that the CMS access shaft was always closed by a thick concrete
plug, while, during the data-taking period, it was also opened or half-opened. The absence of the
concrete plug causes more low momentum muons to reach the tracker [32]. The noise is respon-
sible for fake hits added to genuine tracks and, occasionally, fake tracks, which contribute to the
discrepancies in the χ2 distribution.
By design the Cosmic Track Finder reconstructs only one track. The difference between the
number of tracks reconstructed by the two algorithms is mainly due to the minimum number of
hits required during the pattern recognition phase. In the Combinatorial Track Finder a minimum
of five hits are required, while only four are required in the case of the Cosmic Track Finder. It can
be seen that a small number of tracks have fewer hits than these minimum requirements. This is
due to the fact that hits deemed to be outliers can still be removed in the track fitting phase. It can
also be seen from figure 14 that there is a significant number of tracks with a high number of hits,
indicating that tracks can be followed through the whole tracker and be reconstructed with hits in
both the upper and lower hemispheres.
5.3 Track reconstruction efficiency
The track reconstruction efficiency for the two algorithms described above has been measured using
two different methods. First, the efficiencies were measured by searching for a reconstructed track
and matching it to a muon reconstructed only in the muon chambers. In the second method, the
efficiency was measured using data just from the tracker, by reconstructing tracks independently in
the upper and lower hemispheres of the tracker. In addition, the likely performance of the Com-
binatorial Track Finder in proton-proton collisions was estimated by running the algorithm with
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Figure 13. Distribution of the number of tracks reconstructed per event with the two different algorithms.
For each algorithm, the total number of simulated Monte Carlo tracks are normalised to the number of
observed tracks.
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Figure 14. Distributions of several track-related variables for the two different algorithms in single track
events: the number of hits per track (left), χ2/ndf (middle) and the transverse momentum (right). Note
that for the χ2/ndf distribution, a log-scale is used for the y-axis. For each algorithm, the total number of
simulated Monte Carlo tracks are normalised to the number of observed tracks.
the appropriate settings and measuring the efficiency by comparing the two segments of traversing
cosmic ray muons, i.e. the second method.
5.3.1 Track reconstruction efficiency using muons reconstructed by the muon chambers
In the first method, the track reconstruction efficiency is measured with respect to muons recon-
structed using information from the muon chambers, and required to point within the geometrical
acceptance of the tracker. This ensures that the muons have been identified independently of the
tracker. The muons are first reconstructed by the muon chambers, combining segments of muon
tracks reconstructed in the top and bottom hemispheres of the muon detectors in a global fit. These
reference muons are required to have at least 52 hits in the muon chambers, which corresponds to
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Table 4. Track reconstruction efficiencies for the two algorithms in Data and in Monte Carlo simulation,
measured with the muon-matching method.
CTF CosmicTF
Data MC Data MC
Efficiency (%) 99.78 ± 0.02 99.88 ± 0.01 99.47 ± 0.04 99.72 ± 0.01
having hits in at least five Drift Tube chambers. Combining segments from the two hemispheres
removes muons which are absorbed by the CMS steel yoke before reaching the tracker. It also im-
proves the track direction reconstruction, which is needed for the propagation through the detector.
The efficiency is estimated with respect to reference muons with a topology similar to that ex-
pected in proton-proton collisions. This is achieved by requiring that the point of closest approach
of the extrapolated muon to the centre of the detector is less than 30 cm in both the transverse
and longitudinal directions. The absolute value of the pseudorapidity, |η |, is required to be less
than 1 and the azimuthal angle is required to be in the range 0.5 < |φ | < 2.5, effectively restrict-
ing the tracks to the barrel. These cuts also ensure that the tracks cross most of the layers of the
tracker and cross most modules perpendicularly. The efficiency is then measured by searching for
a corresponding track reconstructed in the tracker.
The efficiencies measured in the data and in the Monte Carlo simulation are compared in
figure 15 (left) and summarised in table 4. The efficiencies are higher than 99% for both data
and Monte Carlo simulation and for the two tracking algorithms. The difference between data and
Monte Carlo observed around 20GeV/c for the Cosmic Track Finder, while statistically significant,
is small and has not been pursued further, since this algorithm will not be used in proton-proton
collisions. The overall differences between data and Monte Carlo simulation are found to be smaller
than 0.5%.
5.3.2 Track reconstruction efficiency using tracker data only
In the second method, the efficiency is measured using data from the tracker; no muon chamber
information is included. This method has been used in previous cosmic ray muon data-taking
exercises, when the efficiency was evaluated using track segments reconstructed separately in the
TIB and TOB [7]. As cosmic ray muons pass through the tracker from top to bottom, the tracker
was divided into two hemispheres along the y = 0 horizontal plane for this study. The tracks were
reconstructed independently in the two hemispheres. Tracks reconstructed in the upper hemisphere
are referred to as top tracks and those reconstructed in the lower hemisphere as bottom tracks.
Tracks in one hemisphere are used as references to measure the efficiency in the other hemisphere.
Two such measurements are performed: ε(T |B), where, given a bottom track, a matching top track
is sought and vice versa (ε(B|T )). The matching is performed by requiring that the two opposite-
half tracks have pseudorapidities that satisfy |∆η |< 0.5.
Only events containing a single track with a topology similar to that expected in proton-proton
collisions are analysed and the same track requirements that were applied in section 5.3.1 are
used. To reconstruct the two track legs independently, only seeds with hits in the top or bottom
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Figure 15. Track reconstruction efficiency as a function of the measured transverse momentum of the
reference track, as measured with the track-muon matching method (left) and the Top/Bottom comparison
method (right).
Table 5. Overall track reconstruction efficiency measured with the top/bottom comparison method.
CTF CosmicTF
Data MC Data MC
ε(B|T ) (%) 97.03±0.07 97.56±0.04 94.01±0.10 93.41±0.06
ε(T |B) (%) 95.61±0.08 95.79±0.05 92.65±0.11 93.19±0.07
hemisphere are selected and, before the final track fit, the hits in the other hemisphere are removed
from the track. After track segment reconstruction, a track is only retained for further analysis
if it contains at least 7 hits and satisfies the requirement χ2/ndf > 10. Furthermore, to ensure
that a matching track can be reconstructed, the extrapolation of the reference track into the other
hemisphere is required to cross at least five layers.
The efficiencies measured using this method are shown in figure 15 (right) and table 5. The
difference seen for low momentum tracks for the Cosmic Track Finder is small, and has not been
pursued further. The lower efficiency for top tracks is primarily caused by a large inactive area
in the upper half of TOB layer 4, which would otherwise be used to build track seeds. This will
not be an issue for the track reconstruction that will be used in proton-proton collisions as in this
case, tracks are seeded principally in the pixel detector with the tracking then proceeding towards
the outer layers of the SST. The efficiencies measured in the Monte Carlo simulation are consistent
with those measured in the data to within 1%.
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Table 6. Reconstruction efficiency of the Inside-out tracking method.
Data MC
Seed finding efficiency (%) 99.17 ± 0.12 99.30 ± 0.08
Pattern recognition efficiency (%) 99.79 ± 0.06 99.64 ± 0.05
Track reconstruction efficiency (%) 98.96 ± 0.13 98.94 ± 0.09
5.3.3 Inside-out tracking method
Finally, to evaluate the algorithm that will be used during proton-proton collisions, the efficiency
of the Combinatorial Track Finder with the appropriate settings is measured. The reconstruction
process [23] starts in the centre of the tracker and proceeds to the outside, using seeds constructed
primarily in the pixel detector. The default Combinatorial Track Finder is optimised to reconstruct
tracks that originate near the interaction point. By contrast, very few cosmic ray muons will pass
through this region. In order to take this into account, only tracks for which the point of closest
approach to the centre of the detector is less than 4 cm in the transverse direction and 25 cm in the
longitudinal direction are used, effectively crossing the three barrel layers of the pixel detector.
The tracks are reconstructed from a seed made with hit pairs from any combination of the
innermost three layers of the SST; the nominal beam spot is used as an additional constraint in
the transverse plane to provide the initial estimate of the track parameters. This is a legitimate
approximation as long as the transverse impact parameter of the tracks is much smaller than the
radius of the innermost detector layer used. Hits in the silicon pixel detector are not used in this
analysis in the seed finding phase, as this imposes too strong a constraint on the tracks to come
from the nominal beam spot. They are, however, identified in the pattern recognition phase and
added to the track.
The reconstruction efficiencies are estimated with respect to a reference track in one hemi-
sphere of the tracker. A compatible seed and track is sought in the other hemisphere within a cone
of radius ∆R < 1.0 (where ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ 2) opposite to the reference track. The cone size is
kept very large compared to the angular resolution so that the matching procedure cannot bias the
efficiency measurements. To avoid multi-track events, a track is not used as a reference if there is
another track in the same hemisphere or within the matching cone. Fake tracks created by noisy
hits are rejected by requiring that the reference tracks have at least 10 hits.
The efficiencies measured using this method are shown in figure 16 and in table 6. These
efficiencies can be further divided into a seed finding efficiency, which is the efficiency of building
a seed for a given reference track, and a pattern recognition efficiency, which is the efficiency of
reconstructing a track once a seed has been found. Inefficiencies affecting only a few detector chan-
nels have not been taken into account when calculating the overall efficiency from the data. The
efficiencies measured in the Monte Carlo simulation match those measured in the data to within 1%.
5.3.4 Summary of the track efficiency measurements
The three methods of efficiency calculation presented in this section yield consistent results and
indicate that a high track reconstruction efficiency is attained for vertical tracks passing close to the
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Figure 16. Track reconstruction efficiency (left), seed finding efficiency (middle), and pattern recognition
efficiency (right) as a function of the measured transverse momentum of the reference track for inside-out
tracking method. Note that the Monte Carlo points are shifted by 2GeV/c so as to allow the uncertainties to
be seen.
nominal beam line, which is the topology most similar to the tracks from proton-proton collisions.
Although the results are similar, some small differences were observed. The main difference be-
tween the efficiencies determined by the first and second methods arises from the fact that tracks
are sought in only one half of the detector in the second method, while in the first method, tracks
may be found from seeds produced in both halves of the tracker.
The Combinatorial Track Finder algorithm has been fully tested and is well understood, yield-
ing a high quality performance. The Cosmic Track Finder algorithm, while not tuned to the level
of the Combinatorial Track Finder, also achieves good performance and provides a fundamental
cross-check. The measurements of the “Inside-out tracking method” give confidence that the track
reconstruction will perform well in proton-proton collisions. Finally, the efficiencies measured
in the Monte Carlo simulation agree very well with those measured in the data once the known
detector inefficiencies are accounted for in the simulation. This indicates that the tracker and the
reconstruction algorithms are well understood.
5.4 Track parameter resolution
The track reconstruction can be further validated using the CRAFT data sample by splitting the
tracks into two separate parts. A measure of the resolution of the track parameters can be deter-
mined by comparing the two legs of the split tracks. To perform this study, tracks are split at the
point of closest approach to the nominal beam-line. The top and bottom legs are treated as two
independent tracks and re-fitted accordingly. The track parameters are then propagated to their
respective points of closest approach to the beam-line. This method has been tested using Monte
Carlo simulation and found to work well.
For the purposes of this study, only events in which the Combinatorial Track Finder recon-
structed a single track whose point of closest approach to the beam-line is inside the volume of the
pixel barrel are considered. The transverse momentum of the track must be greater than 4GeV/c
and its χ2 must satisfy the requirement χ2/ndf < 100. In addition, the track must contain a mini-
mum of 10 hits, with at least two hits being on double-sided strip modules. There must also be six
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Table 7. Standard deviation, mean, and 95% coverage of the residual and pull distributions of the track
parameters. The units indicated pertain only to the residual distributions.
Track parameter Residual distributions Pull distributions
Std. Dev. Mean 95% Cov. Std. Dev. Mean 95% Cov.
pT (GeV/c) 0.083 0.000 1.92 0.99 0.01 2.1
Inverse pT (GeV−1c) 0.00035 0.00003 0.00213 0.99 -0.01 2.1
φ (mrad) 0.19 0.001 0.87 1.08 -0.02 2.4
θ (mrad) 0.40 0.003 1.11 0.93 -0.01 2.1
dxy (µm) 22 0.30 61 1.22 0.00 2.9
dz (µm) 39 0.28 94 0.94 -0.01 2.1
hits in the pixel barrel subsystem. After splitting, each track segment is required to have at least six
hits, three of which must be in the pixel barrel.
The results of this analysis are summarised in table 7, while the distributions of the residuals
and pulls of the inverse transverse momentum and the azimuthal (φ ) and polar (θ ) angles are shown
in figure 17. The corresponding distributions for the transverse (dxy) and longitudinal (dz) impact
parameters can be found elsewhere [3]. For each track parameter, the residuals are defined as δx =
(x1− x2)/
√
2. The factor of
√
2 is needed to account for the fact that the two legs are statistically
independent. The standardised residuals (or pulls) are defined by δ˜x = (x1− x2)/
√
σ2x1 +σ2x2. In
table 7 the mean and standard deviation (referred to as the resolution) of a Gaussian fitted to the
peak of the distributions are given. In order to get an estimate of the tails of the distributions,
the half-widths of the symmetric intervals covering 95% of the distribution (also known as the 95%
coverage), which, in the case of a Gaussian distribution, correspond to twice the standard deviation,
are also given in table 7.
The same quantities are used to characterise the pull distributions. In this case, the standard
deviations of the fitted Gaussians are taken as the pull values. It can be seen that the resolution of
the angles and the impact parameters are well described by a Gaussian. The resolution as a function
of the momentum has been presented elsewhere [31].
5.5 Hit resolution
The hit resolution has been studied by measuring the track residuals, which are defined as the
difference between the hit position and the track position. The track is deliberately reconstructed
excluding the hit under study in order to avoid bias. The uncertainty relating to the track position
is much larger than the inherent hit resolution, so a single track residual is not sensitive to the
resolution. However, the track position difference between two nearby modules can be measured
with much greater precision. A technique using tracks passing through overlapping modules from
the same tracker layer is employed to compare the difference in residual values for the two mea-
surements in the overlapping modules [7]. The difference in hit positions, ∆xhit , is compared to the
difference in the predicted positions, ∆xpred , and the width of the resulting distribution arises from
the hit resolution and the uncertainty from the tracking predictions. The hit resolution can therefore
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Figure 17. Residual distribution (left) and pull distribution (right) of the inverse transverse momentum
1/pT (top), azimuthal φ (middle), and polar θ angle (bottom).
be determined by subtracting the uncertainty from the tracking prediction. This overlap technique
also serves to reduce the uncertainty arising from multiple scattering, by limiting the track extrap-
olation to short distances. Any uncertainty from translational misalignment between the modules
is also avoided by fitting a Gaussian to the distribution of the differences between the residuals.
For the purposes of this study, only events in which the Combinatorial Track Finder recon-
structed a single track are used, and only overlaps from barrel modules for which the residual
rotational misalignment is less than 5µm are analysed. The χ2 probability of the track is required
to exceed 0.1% and the tracks must be reconstructed with at least 6 hits. In addition, the track
momenta are required to be greater than 20GeV/c, ensuring that the uncertainty arising from mul-
tiple scattering is reduced to less than 3µm. Remaining uncertainties from multiple scattering and
rotational misalignment between the overlapping modules are included as systematic uncertainties
in the measurement.
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Table 8. Hit resolution measured on CRAFT data and predicted by the model in the Monte Carlo simulation,
for the different local track angles. All values are in microns.
Sensor Pitch Resolution Track angle
(µm) (µm) 0◦−10◦ 10◦−20◦ 20◦−30◦ 30◦−40◦
TIB 1-2 80
Measurement 17.2±1.9 14.3±2.3 17.4±3.2 25.7±6.0
MC Prediction 16.6±0.5 11.8±0.5 12.4±0.6 17.9±1.5
TIB 3-4 120
Measurement 27.7±3.6 18.5±3.1 16.1±3.1 24.1±6.7
MC Prediction 26.8±0.7 19.4±0.8 17.2±0.3 21.4±2.0
TOB 1-4 183
Measurement 39.6±5.7 28.0±5.8 24.8±6.5 32.8±8.3
MC Prediction 39.4±1.3 27.8±1.2 26.5±0.3 32.5±2.1
TOB 5-6 122
Measurement 23.2±3.6 19.5±3.6 20.9±6.1 29.3±9.7
MC Prediction 23.8±0.9 18.0±0.5 19.2±1.2 25.4±1.6
The distribution of the differences between the residuals is fitted, with the width containing
contributions from the hit resolutions and the uncertainty from the tracking predictions. The latter
is subtracted out in quadrature to leave the resolution on the difference of the hit positions between
the two modules. As the two overlapping modules are expected to have the same resolution, the
resolution of a single sensor is determined by dividing by
√
2.
The sensor resolution is known to depend strongly on the angle of the track and the pitch of the
sensor. The results are therefore determined separately for different sensor pitches and in 10 degree
intervals for the track incidence angle. The results are shown in table 8, where they are compared to
the predictions from Monte Carlo simulation. The agreement between the data and the predictions
is very good for normally incident tracks, but suggests that the simulation may underestimate the
resolution for larger track angles, as can be seen in the first two layers of TIB. The resolutions vary
from 20 to 56µm for the position difference, which corresponds to a variation between 14 and
40µm in the single sensor resolution.
6 Summary
The Cosmic Run At Four Tesla has been an important experience for commissioning the tracker.
The control and readout systems were successfully commissioned, synchronised to the Level-
1 Trigger, and operated in global runs with all the other sub-detectors of the CMS experiment. The
total number of modules used corresponds to 98.0% of the total system.
About 15 million events with a muon in the tracker were collected. The hit and track recon-
struction are seen to have an excellent performance and the Combinatorial Track Finder, which
will be used in proton-proton collisions as the default reconstruction algorithm, was tested suc-
cessfully. The signal-to-noise performance is in the range 25-30 for thin modules and 31-36 for
thick ones. The efficiency of hit reconstruction is above 99.5%. In addition, with the collected data
sample, it has been possible to calibrate the measurement of energy loss in silicon and to measure
the Lorentz angle.
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The track reconstruction efficiency has been measured with two different methods: one using
only muons reconstructed in the muon chambers and one using only data from the tracker. The
reconstruction efficiency in data was found to be high and well described by the Monte Carlo
simulation. For tracks passing close to the centre of the detector and having a direction close to the
vertical axis, the reconstruction efficiency was found to be higher than 99%. The resolution on hit
position and track parameters was also consistent with expectations from Monte Carlo simulation.
CRAFT demonstrated the successful operation of the tracker integrated with the other CMS
subsystems. It was an important milestone towards final commissioning with colliding beam data.
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